
                                           

                Date : April 22,2023 

  
 

    Dear Students, 

    KSR Akshara wishes Hygienic Holidays to you all. Akshara’s Admission  

    is going on for the grades Kg to XI. Kindly share your friends, neighbours and relatives to    

    join with our best team. 

 Summer Vacation is probably the happiest period in a student’s life. The purpose of 

giving the summer vacation is multifold. 

 It is a time to get relaxation after a sequence of regular classes, assignments and 

assessments but ensure that you have a routine to follow.  

 Every day reading news paper, English Story books or magazine is mandatory. Learn 5 

new words per day and write it in a separate note book with its meaning. 

 Ensure to support your mother in cooking and take up the small house hold 

responsibilities like cleaning, arranging etc. and do it with consistency.  

 This is the quality time for you to spend with grandparents, parents and other 

relations, get to know and develop strong bondage with each other. Talk to them about 

the values they followed in their age and its importance. 

 Have a proper healthy and balanced diet suitable to the season. Drink more water, 

tender coconut and fresh juice regularly. 

 Wash your hands frequently with soap and water to be hygienic. 

 Ensure that you do prayers everyday for you, your family, for the society and for the 

world. 

 Learn new skills like solving Rubik Cube or any kind of Braingym activities to enhance 

you. 

 Little more time to enhance your skills and be in touch with learning we have given the 

Holiday Assignments. 

 Marks of the holiday assignment will be added to the forth coming PT I examination. 

 The work will be evaluated for all the subjects on the following parameters. 

1. Idea and content  

2. Presentation  

3. Ability to answer the questions 

4. Innovativeness 

5. Creativity. 

 Kindly ensure to complete all the given assignments during your vacation and submit 

it on the day of school reopening [June 07, 2023 ] 

 

 

 

 

 

Task 1: 
 
 Imagine the year is 2050. You are an archaeologist excavating the area around  

your house. Considering the current scenario what would be the things could be  

found during your analysis.  

Step 1: List out three things could be found in your place in 2050. 

 



 

 

Step 2:  

Showcase your understanding and expectation of various changes in the location using 

technological tool. The presentation should be highlighted with quotes / symbols / 

icons etc. 

 

  Task 2: 

 

Step 1: Locate one historical site / historical monument in your area / in your 

District / in your State and find out the history of it. Spread out your creativity and 

prepare a poster. Add on a note to show the current situation of it and your 

expectation on the same in 2050. 

 

  Task 3: 

 

Step 1 : Discuss with your parent and find out the monthly budget they segregated at 

home now. Divide that into Housing / Education / Medical / Food / Recreation & 

Entertainment / Investment / Miscellaneous. Find out whether the expense can be 

balanced with your family income. If not check where can you reduce the monthly 

expenditure and support your parent?  

Step 2 : Have the same discussion and find out from your grandparent for their 

expenditure they did in their period and think how much the same expenditure will be 

in 2050. 

Step 3 : Prepare tabulation in a full size chart with the data you collected from your 

grandparent, parent and your imagination sum in the year 2050. 

 

  Task 4 : 
 
   Step 1 : Watch IPL Matches and learn about “Power play over” and find the impact    

          created by “The Impact Player” .  

Step 2 : Make a Bar Graph on any IPL Cricket match, of any one innings of power 

play over and also the scorer of the Impact Player. Show the runs scored in every over 

on a Bar Graph during Power play over and compare the score with the Impact Player. 

Step 3: Write a summary on your favourite IPL Match with a catchy caption. 

 


